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Abstract. In early 2020, the world was shocked by the rapid spread of the novel coronavirus disease known as the corona virus disease which came out at the end of 2019 (COVID-19), so that the whole world took many policies with online system, including lectures and notary activities. The purpose of this paper is to explain controversy over the principle of lex specialis derogate legi generalis in the capital market notary and legality of making the deed of the minutes of the GMS online by a capital market notary can provide justice for notaries. This research used a normative juridical research with the specification of the research was carried out descriptively and analytically. Normative research uses secondary data types. The data collection method used by conducting Library Research and the techniques used in describing and processing the collected data are qualitative descriptions. This writing can be concluded that the deed of the minutes of the GMS of capital market companies in accordance with Article 5 paragraph (1) of the Electronic Information and Transaction Law includes the so-called electronic documents which are valid evidence, while in Article 16 letter m of the Law on Notary Position, it is stated in the explanation of this Article. "That the notary must be physically present and sign the deed before the audience and witnesses". The author's suggestion is to revise the Law on the Position of Notary Public, legalize the formation of GMS minutes online both during the corona virus pandemic and after the end of the virus, so that these rules can adapt to the needs of today's life which are completely electronic, internet, digitization, and computerized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the author, law is a rule formed by the government (law making institution) as an implementation of the sovereignty that has been given by the people (sovereignty) which forces it to be obeyed (imperative) because there is a threat of sanctions if it is violated. The formation of law aims to create justice and peace in life (in peace there is prosperity, order and justice) in society. When forming a law, it is obligatory to explore the values and norms in society. If this can be achieved, so-called responsive law will be achieved, namely law that is in accordance with the wishes and substance of society, so that law is created for humans, it is necessary to accommodate human needs, not humans are created to submit to the law.
As stated in the principle of legality by Lonn Fuller, that the law must be published, the law must not be changed too often, etc. so that there is also one important principle that the formation of law must be adjusted to the needs of everyday society. So that the development of life becomes an era of digitalization (everything is completely online), resulting in the law must be able to adapt in formulating its norms according to the rules that can accommodate online.

Written in Article 16 letter m Law of Notary Position Number 2 of 2014 reads, "read out the deed in front of the audience in the presence of at least 2 (two) witnesses, or 4 (four) special witnesses for the making of the will under hand, and signed on the spot by the tappers, witnesses, and notary " , in the explanation of the Article strengthens it with the sound " that the notary must be physically present and sign the deed in the presence of the audience and witnesses ", from here the author interprets that everything regarding the agreement deed agreement, must be a notary and the parties are physically present¹.

Instantly at the beginning of 2020, the world was shocked by the rapid spread of the novel coronavirus disease known as the corona virus disease which came out at the end of 2019 (COVID-19), then a few months after the initial arrival of the corona virus in December 2019 in the territory of China, it spread with fast, until around February, the World Health Organization (WHO) announced the death of the disease so that a pandemic policy was issued, so that activities were disrupted and limited by physical distinctions (distance) so that the disease was not transmitted to other people, so the whole world took many policies with an online system, including lectures and notary activities.

On the one hand, the Law on Notary Office opposes not meeting, but the author finds that the Law on Information and Electronic Transactions that will be explained in the sub-discussion allows (legalizes) the agreement of non-physical agreements through online. Here the authors identify the problem that leads to a contradiction in the legal principles of lex specialis derogate legi generalis (the legal umbrella should be obeyed more than general law).

2. METHODS

Research is an important thing for the development of science and technology. The method applied must be in accordance with the parent science. But that does not mean that the methodology of each science is completely different. Although different, these studies have the same goal, namely to reveal the truth systematically and consistently.² The technique used in describing and processing the collected data is a qualitative description. Qualitative descriptions are used in the method of describing the data in this study because the main data used are not numbers that can be measured. According to Ronny Hanitijo Soemitro, normative legal research emphasizes

---

speculative-theoretical steps and normative-qualitative analysis. The entire data that is edited and processed, is analyzed by qualitative methods, meaning that it is not merely aimed at expressing the truth, but understanding the truth. Then a conclusion is obtained that can answer the existing problems.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Ideal Law Review

Law is one of the disciplines that has an interdisciplinary nature. Interdisciplinary is that the science of law helps to explain problems related to society, it can also be said that law science is a prescriptive science (science that provides instructions for evaluating and behaving as suggested by Zevenbergen, 1925: 110 - 124).

In this sub-chapter the author wants to explain das sollen (legal theory that should be) as a guide so that notaries in Indonesia can realize a sense of justice and welfare because public officials who are not paid by the Indonesian government, but whose movements are mostly restricted by the State, so we must first understand. In the past, theories related to capital market notaries could get justice and be in accordance with today's digitalized and electronic era.

Talking about the ideal legal review, the author will use three theories as a knife to analyze this journal's writing, namely:

a. Gustav Radbruch: Three Basic Values of the Law. That law must include three basic values, especially justice, because it is the root for creating world welfare and order. The three basic values are the value of Justice, usefulness/benefit, and legal certainty. The essence of law is to create substantial justice, create justice by formalizing the law (the value of legal certainty) because it will give rise to legal force, have formal sanctions, and ipsojure. But the value of legal certainty can only be applied if the formation of the law is in accordance with what is needed in society (the value of benefit), then justice will be created.4

b. Jeremy Bentham: Utilitarianlame. The point is that laws are formed to achieve a specific goal, namely happiness. But the measure of legal happiness is to serve the greatest happiness of the greatest number of people, so that it only agrees with the majority and can remove the rights of minorities, the most important thing is that the greatest happiness in a society has been achieved.5

c. Legal Principles: Lex specialis deroget legi generalis. The law that must be obeyed, especially the regulations, especially if the institution is authorized to form these regulations, which ultimately overrides the general rules/guidelines. For example, as in the covid-19 case, making the President the institution authorized to form a Perppu, Perppu regulation No. 2 of 2020 can temporarily override the Election Act No. 7 of 2017 until the Perppu is discussed in a plenary

3 Ibid.
4 Understanding the author's scientific summary.
meeting of the House of Representatives (DPR) whether in the future it will become an official law or not, if it does not take effect temporarily until the DPR holds a meeting to discuss the laws and regulations in the State of Indonesia.  

3.2. About Covid-19

On December 31, 2019, the WHO China Country Office reported a case of pneumonia in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China. On January 7, 2020, China identified pneumonia of unknown etiology as a new type, namely coronavirus (novel coronavirus). In early 2020 the NCP began to become a global pandemic and became a health problem in several countries outside the PRC. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), pneumonia cluster cases with unclear etiology in Wuhan City have become health problems around the world. The spread of this epidemic continued to grow until it was finally known that the cause of this pneumonia cluster was the Novel Coronavirus. This pandemic continues to grow until there are reports of deaths and new cases outside China. On January 30, 2020. On February 12, 2020, WHO officially designated the novel coronavirus disease in humans as Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19). COVID-19 is caused by SARS-COV2 which belongs to the same large family of coronaviruses that caused SARS in 2003, only with different types of virus. Symptoms are similar to SARS, but the SARS mortality rate (9.6%) is higher than COVID-19 (currently less than 5%), although the number of COVID-19 cases is far more than SARS. COVID-19 also has a wider and faster spread to several countries than SARS.

3.3. Controversy over the Principle of Lex Specialis Derogate Legi Generalis

It has been slightly touched on by the author above in the introductory sub-section, that the rules in the Law on Notary Office really do not make it easier for notaries to approve agreements when during the pandemic of this corona virus, because they still do not allow online while in the Limited Liability Company Law and the Law on Information and Electronic Transactions already allow online, even though when they need a notary, of course they (companies, companies, and other legal subjects) will obey the rules of the Notary Position, this is considered by the author of the conflict of the special law (Law on Notary Position) with the general law (Limited Liability Company Law and Law Electronic Information and Transactions).

The author states that it is written in Article 16 letter m Act of Notary Position Number 2 of 2014 which reads, "read out the deed in front of the audience in the presence of at least 2 (two) witnesses, or 4 (four) special witnesses. for making a will under hand,
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6 Ibid.
and signed on the spot by the tappers, witnesses, and notary public ", in the explanation of the Article strengthens it by saying" that the notary must be physically present and sign the deed before the tappers and witnesses ", from here the author interprets that everything regarding the agreement agreement deed, must be a notary and the parties are physically present.

Whereas regarding the deed of the minutes of the GMS, it is not required to be rewritten by a Notary for legality (legally), but Article 90 of Act No. 40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies reads, "every time a GMS is held, the minutes of the GMS must be drawn up and signed by the chairman of the meeting and at least 1 (one) shareholder appointed from and by the GMS participants. The signature as referred to in paragraph 1 (one) is not required if the minutes of the GMS are made with a notarial deed".

This is then related to even though Article 5 paragraph (1) of Act No. 11 of 2008 concerning Electronic Information and Transactions states, "electronic information and/or electronic documents and/or their printouts are valid legal evidence", indeed the rules of Article 5 paragraph (1) there is an exception as referred to in Article 5 paragraph (4) which reads, "The provisions regarding electronic information and/or electronic documents as referred to in paragraph (1) do not apply to: a. a letter which according to the law must be in writing; and b. a letter and its documents which according to the law must be made in the form of a notarial deed or a deed established by the official who made the deed ".

But because Article 90 of the Limited Liability Company Law above states that the treaty deed of RPUS is not required (required) to be made with a notary deed, it means that in this case there is freedom by capital market companies if they want to request a notary's assistance to further strengthen the proof of the minutes of the GMS or not to ask notary assistance. So that the authors interpret because of this freedom means that it does not include the absolute authority of the notary (because there is an option "not required"), this means that according to the author it cannot be linked to Article 5 paragraph (4) of the Information and Electronic Transaction Law, because in that Article refers to the word "Which according to the law must be made in the form of a notarial deed", whereas in Article 90 of the Limited Liability Company Law it is called "not required".

The author interprets to mean the deed of the minutes of the GMS of capital market companies in accordance with Article 5 paragraph (1) of the Law on Electronic Information and Transactions, including so-called electronic documents which are valid evidence. So that it is clear that the general law/lex generalis (Limited Liability Company Law) does not designate/require the minutes of the GMS to be made by a Notary as Article 90, so that it is not included in groups that according to law must be made in the form of deeds, so that it is not a notarial deed but an electronic document which is a valid evidence.

Whereas the meaning of electronic documents according to Article 1 point 4 of the Electronic Information and Transactions Law states, "electronic documents are any electronic information created, forwarded, sent, received, or stored in analog, digital, electromagnetic, optical, or the like, which can be seen. displayed, and/or heard
through a computer or electronic system, including but not limited to writing, sound, pictures, maps, designs, photographs, or the like, letters, signs, numbers, access codes, symbols or perforations that have meaning or meaning or it can be understood by someone who can understand it ". This is what the author means contrary to Article 16 letter m of the Law on the Position of Notary Public (its lex specialis),

In law we recognize the principle of lex specialis deroget legi generalis, which means that if there is a special regulation regulating the object, it will set aside the general rule, from here it means that the Law on Notary Position is a special regulation which regulates more deeply the roles, obligations, powers, as well as the prohibition made by a Notary, then overriding the Limited Liability Company Law and the Electronic Information and Transaction Law, but the intention of ignoring the priority of its application, means that legal subjects wishing to use a notary must acknowledge and comply with the Law on Notary Position, especially if they want to ask a notary for help in making deed and agreement agreement. Even though there is a contradiction here, namely the lex specialis the Law on Notary Position prohibits online and physical meetings

Also, if the theory of justice described by the writer above is to be applied, it still cannot reflect justice, both the theory of Gustav Radbruch’s three basic values, Jeremy Bentham's utilitarianism, and the legal principles of lex specialis derogate legi generalis.

3.4. Legality of Making GMS Minutes Deed online by Capital Market Notary the Just

This shows clearly that rule makers are people who do not understand and are careless in making regulations regarding the Position of Notary Public. Before making regulations, it should be studied and studied as best as possible and as accurately as possible, if necessary, deepen the reading and history of the notary office if necessary. So that in the future the revision of the Law on the Position of Notary Public can be useful for Notaries as the theory of utilitarianism which emphasizes benefit before legal certainty so that if it is deemed useful the legal rules to be made for Notaries and according to everyday people's life (sub in the principle of legality), then write it down in the Article norm of the revision of the Law on the Position of Notary Public.

Notary profession is a public office that has a high philosophy, namely "upholding dignity, dignity and honor". Do not let this philosophical understanding be tampered with and dissolved by the government and the state in the meaning of an unfair system, namely the absence of a balance of rights and obligations, resulting in the notary's position in the realm of government (state) to be overlapping and unclear, in fact where the state wants to place Notary, which in the end will create confusion and make it difficult for the Notary in a difficult and biased future, especially in making ends meet9.

The concept of a welfare state should place citizens or individuals into legal subjects that must be protected and prosperous in all aspects of their lives. The State regulates both public and private matters, which emphasizes regulating relations between individuals in Civil Law, especially the State also needs to pay attention to the welfare of Notaries who have helped facilitate the work of State Land Agency agreements as representatives of the State.

Notary is a party who helps the community for and on the duties of the authority of the state. Making an authentic deed with all the risks and responsibilities that are not light. If there is a writing error in the substance of the deed, the Notary may be affected by public reporting to the court. People who need ties through deeds as their protectors in acting in order to achieve planned goals.

The role of the notary in this matter from time to time is actually not in doubt. Thanks to the notary's performance, economic traffic, especially with regard to agreements, engagements, inheritance, and others, legal actions by people who need them and take legal actions are helped in proving authentic deeds, so that they get legal certainty. The government should be grateful to the Notary who has helped them bridge the legal actions of the community privately regarding agreements and commitments to the National Land Agency (as the government), it should provide more legal certainty to Notaries in order to get a more decent and prosperous life and justice, because if in The regulations alone are ambiguous and biased, how can the future of the Notary be better in the future.10

Because the history of the Notary from its inception to Indonesia needs to be reviewed by the government and the state. Notaries are known not only as writers, “stamps” and deeds maker. But more than that, many of them are people of the movement, intellectuals, who have been shown to influence the dynamics of changing world.11

So that according to the author, both the Limited Liability Company Law and the Information and Electronic Transaction Law already reflect the rules that are tailored to the needs of the current daily life of society by legalizing online documents, so that the rules of the Law on Notary Position really need to be changed as long explanation above that how much The Position of Notary is valuable so that the making of the rules for the Position of Notary Public must be made seriously and not playing games so that there are no longer conflicts between other notary regulations.

4. CLOSING

The author interprets to mean the deed of the minutes of the GMS of capital market companies in accordance with Article 5 paragraph (1) of the Law on Information and

11 Study of Public Information, Notary-PPAT Continues to be enslaved by the State and Government. Adapted from https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/baca/lt4cb2f59733dd2/notaris-pejabat-umum-yang-bukanpejabat-negara/ November 26, 2019 at 09:04 WIB
Electronic Transactions, including so-called electronic documents which are valid evidence. So, it is clear that the general law/lex generalis (Limited Liability Company Law) does not designate/require the minutes of the GMS to be drawn up by a Notary as Article 90, so that it is not included in groups that according to law must be made in the form of deeds. So that it is not a notarial deed but an electronic document which is valid evidence. This is what the author means contradicting Article 16 letter m of the Law on the Position of Notary Public (its lex specialis), because it is stated in the explanation of the Article "that notaries must be physically present and sign the deed in front of witnesses and witnesses", this is clear because of the corona virus which requires maintaining distance and restrictions on meeting (social distancing and physical distancing) whatever must be done remotely, especially the notary making of trial minutes, the impact must be done online, even though the lex specialis Law in the Law on Notary Position does not allow this.
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